FORENSICS!

The getaway car will sometimes leave __ tracks that can be examined
A crime in itself, this is the use of fire to destroy evidence
A, AB, B and O are all types of __
CSI stands for __ Scene Investigation
Determining time of __ is a big part of a medical examiner's job
Forensic toxicologists search for toxins and __ in the body
A lie detector can be used to determine if a suspect is telling the __
An investigating officer should first tape off and __ the crime scene
The three main patterns of fingerprints are loops, arches, and __
A thorough medical examination of a dead body is called an __
A medical examiner usually works out of the __'s Office
Chain of __ is essential to best preserve evidence
Each person has unique __ codes known as DNA
Every contact at a crime scene both leaves and __ evidence
Don't break any laws and you won't become a __
Clues left behind by those committing a crime are called __
Bodies __ at different rates depending on location and temperature
A __ is usually the policeman investigating a crime
Police will want to __ people who may have knowledge of a crime
Evidence found away from the crime scene is called __ evidence
A scientific investigation technique linking a bullet to a gun
Only males have a Y- __ in their DNA
The person who saw something at a crime scene is a __
Small bits of evidence are often examined through a __
Ransom or suicide notes can be examined by a __ analysis
__ taken at the crime scene help investigators review evidence
Some hidden evidence can be seen with this type of light
No two identical __ have ever been found

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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